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Abstract 
The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) can affect the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) state of 
the following year, in addition to the well-known preconditioning by equatorial Pacific Warm 
Water Volume (WWV), as suggested by a study based on observations over the recent satellite era 
(1981-2009). The present paper explores the interdecadal robustness of this result over the 1872-
2008 period. To this end, we develop a robust IOD index, which well exploits sparse historical 
observations in the tropical Indian Ocean, and an efficient proxy of WWV interannual variations 
based on the temporal integral of Pacific wind stress of the 20th century reanalysis. A linear 
regression hindcast model based on these two indices in boreal fall explains 50% of ENSO peak 
variance 14 months later, with significant contributions from both the IOD and WWV over most of 
the historical period and a similar skill for El Niño and La Niña events. Our results further reveal 
that, when combined with WWV, the IOD index provides a larger ENSO hindcast skill 
improvement than the Indian Ocean basin-wide mode, the Indian Monsoon or ENSO itself. Based 
on these results, we propose a revised scheme of Indo-Pacific interactions. In this scheme, the IOD-
ENSO interactions favour a biennial timescale and interact with the slower recharge-discharge cycle 
intrinsic to the Pacific Ocean.  
1. Introduction 
In a seminal paper, Sir Gilbert Walker wrote “By the Southern Oscillation it is implied the 
tendency of pressure at stations in the Pacific (…), and of rainfall in India and Java (…) to increase 
while pressure in the region of the Indian Ocean (…) decreases” (Walker 1924). He had come to 
identify what would be later known as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, and 
was clearly describing it as a phenomenon encompassing both the Indian and Pacific oceans. 
During the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) decade, the scientific community 
followed the track laid by Bjerknes (1969) and Wyrtki (1975) in designating the tropical Pacific as 
the driver of the ENSO phenomenon, and identifying its basic mechanisms. The basic physics of the 
evolution of El Niño / La Niña events are now reasonably well understood (see, e.g., reviews of 
Neelin et al. 1998, Wang and Picaut 2004 and Collins et al. 2010). The so-called Bjerknes feedback 
(positive feedback between warm sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the central-eastern 
Pacific and westerly wind anomalies in the western Pacific) provides the necessary instability for an 
El Niño to develop. But favourable grounds are needed for the Bjerknes feedback to be able to 
result in an El Niño. The role of the tropical Pacific heat content, as initially suggested by Wyrtki 
(1975), is now widely recognized under the framework of the recharge/discharge oscillator (Jin, 
1997a,b). The warm water volume (WWV) of the equatorial Pacific, defined as the volume of water 
above 20°C within 5°S to 5°N by Meinen and McPhaden (2000), is a critical parameter in the 
ENSO phenomenon. An anomalously high WWV favours warming of the SST in the central Pacific 
(Wyrtki 1985, Jin 1997a,b), which is further enhanced by air-sea interactions to culminate into a 
fully developed El Niño by the end of the year. WWV interannual variations are largely driven by 
equatorial zonal wind (Jin 1997a,b, Goddard and Philander 2000, Clarke 2008, Brown and Fedorov 
2010, Fedorov 2010, Lengaigne et al. 2011). The westerly wind anomalies associated with an El 
Niño event then result in poleward heat transport that “discharges” the equatorial Pacific WWV, 
thus creating favourable grounds for a La Niña event to develop. A La Niña would in turn favour a 
WWV recharge and thus later the transition to an El Niño event. 
The global influence of ENSO was also established during the TOGA decade. The heat 
sources and sinks associated with displacements of atmospheric deep convection in the tropical 
Pacific force atmospheric planetary waves, which are associated with global teleconnections 
(Trenberth et al. 1998). Zonal displacements and variations of the Walker circulation strength 
induced by El Niños also strongly affect the Indian Ocean. Increased subsidence and reduced wind 
speed over the Indian Ocean result in a basin scale warming (e.g. Klein et al. 1999, Ohba and Ueda 
2005, 2009b) which persists beyond the end of the El Niño (e.g. Xie et al., 2009). The effect of 
ENSO on the Indian summer monsoon has also been noted (e.g. Walker 1924, Gershunov et al. 
2001, Fasullo 2004, Xavier et al. 2007, Boschat et al. 2012, Cherchi and Navarra 2012). The overall 
view that emerged from the TOGA decade was thus of an intrinsic mode of the Pacific variability 
(the ENSO phenomenon) to which the Indian Ocean responds rather passively. 
This view changed at the turn of the century, with the discovery of an intrinsic mode of 
climate variability in the Indian Ocean, commonly referred to as the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) 
mode. As for ENSO, a positive air-sea feedback partly similar to the Bjerknes one fosters the 
development of IOD events: the positive phase of the IOD is characterized by cold (warm) 
anomalies in the eastern (western) Indian Ocean and equatorial easterly wind anomalies in the 
central Indian Ocean that mutually enhance each other (Reverdin et al. 1986, Saji et al. 1999, 
Webster et al. 1999, Murtugudde and Busalacchi 1999, Murtugudde et al. 2000). Like ENSO, the 
IOD is phase-locked to the seasonal cycle. It develops during boreal summer, culminates in fall, and 
decays by the end of the year. There is now ample evidence that the IOD is an intrinsic mode of 
variability of the Indian Ocean (e.g. Annamalai et al. 2003, Fischer et al. 2005, Behera et al. 2006, 
Luo et al. 2008, 2010). There is however a tendency of IOD events to co-occur with ENSO events 
(Fig. 1b and e.g. Reverdin et al. 1986, Murtugudde et al. 2000, Annamalai et al. 2003, Yamagata et 
al. 2004, Fischer et al. 2005, Xie et al. 2009). El Niño events indeed favour easterlies over the 
equatorial Indian Ocean which can trigger a positive IOD (Annamalai et al. 2003). While the Indian 
Ocean is no longer viewed as a climatically inactive ocean (e.g. Annamalai and Murtugudde 2004), 
this still illustrates an influence of the Pacific on the Indian Ocean. 
Many recent studies have however suggested that Indian Ocean SSTs may influence the 
tropical Pacific (e.g. Watanabe et al. 2008a,b, Jansen et al. 2009) and its evolution.  Coupled 
General Circulation Model (CGCM) sensitivity experiments with a decoupled Indian Ocean suggest 
that Indian Ocean SST interannual variations might alter ENSO variance, phase locking and 
spectral characteristics (Wu and Kirtman 2004, Yu et al. 2002, Yu 2005, Behera et al. 2006). 
Observational, atmospheric modelling (Watanabe and Jin 2002, Kug and Kang 2006) and CGCM 
analyses (Kug et al. 2006, Ohba and Ueda 2005, 2007, 2009a, 2009b, Yamanaka et al. 2009, Ohba 
et al. 2010, Luo et al. 2010, Okumura and Deser 2010, Okumura et al. 2011, Ohba and Watanabe 
2012, Santoso et al. 2012, Kug and Ham 2012) showed that the Indian Ocean basin-wide warming 
(IOBW), which appears during El Niño peak and lasts afterwards, tends to favour the phase 
transition to a La Niña through easterly anomalies in the western Pacific and to damp ENSO 
amplitude. Annamalai et al. (2005, 2010) showed that SST anomalies over the Indian Ocean (either 
uniform or related to the IOD) influence the atmospheric circulation over the Pacific. Dedicated 
model experiments (Luo et al. 2010, Annamalai et al. 2010) further suggested that El Niños tend to 
be stronger when they co-occur with IOD events (Behera and Yamagata 2003). Other studies (Ohba 
and Ueda 2009a, Ohba et al. 2010, Okumura and Deser 2010, Okumura et al. 2011, Ohba and 
Watanabe 2012) have discussed the possible role of the Indian Ocean basin-wide warming/cooling 
onto El Niño/La Niña asymmetries. 
While most of the above studies focus on the synchronous influence of the Indian Ocean on 
the Pacific, a few studies have explored potential precursors of ENSO in the Indian Ocean. Several 
early studies have indeed noticed that interannual anomalies that lead to an El Niño event appeared 
to be originating from the Indian Ocean (Barnett 1983, Yasunari 1985, Krishnamurti et al. 1986, 
Watanabe 2008b) and maritime continent (Nicholls 1984). This feature was exploited in a statistical 
forecasting scheme by Clarke and van Gorder (2003): in their scheme, zonal wind anomalies in the 
Indian Ocean are used as a predictor to the ENSO peak occurring one year later. Terray and 
Dominiak (2005) also noted that cold SST anomalies in the southeastern Tropical Indian Ocean in 
February-March serve as an efficient predictor of the El Niño peak 10 months later. The influence 
of the Indian Ocean on the Pacific the following year was also suggested to be through the 
monsoon, and was built into the Tropical Tropospheric Biennial Oscillation (TBO; e.g. Meehl 1987, 
Meehl et al. 2003), a framework to explain the biennial tendency in the system formed by the Indian 
and Australian monsoons, Indian Ocean SST, and ENSO. However, the mechanism for the 
observed eastward propagation of zonal wind from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific remained unclear 
(Clarke 2008). 
 Izumo et al. (2010a; hereafter I10) recently suggested that a negative (positive) IOD in the 
Indian Ocean tends to favour an El Niño (La Niña) about 14 months later (Fig. 1d). They have 
further demonstrated that using an IOD index in addition to the WWV predictor in fall results in a 
significant improvement of the prediction skill score of the ENSO peak in winter about 14 months 
later. They suggested the following mechanism to explain the influence of the Indian Ocean on the 
Pacific. In boreal fall (the peak season for the IOD), the strongest atmospheric convection in the 
tropics is found in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 1a), where the highest sensitivity of 
precipitation to local SST is found (Fig. 1b) and where IOD SST and related convection anomalies 
are strongest (Fig. 1c). A developing IOD in this region can thus have a significant influence on the 
ascending branch of the Walker circulation, and hence on its strength. A negative IOD (i.e. with 
positive SST anomalies in the eastern Indian Ocean) hence externally forces equatorial Pacific 
easterly anomalies in fall, which suddenly relax in winter in association with the IOD demise. Wave 
reflections in essence similar to the delayed (Schopf and Suarez 1988, Battisti and Hirst 1989) and 
advective-reflective oscillators (Picaut et al. 1997) act to reinforce the Pacific Ocean response to the 
IOD-related winds and their relaxation, and drive eastward current anomalies and positive SST 
anomalies in the central Pacific through zonal advection of the warm pool eastern edge (the main 
process that controls SST variations in the central Pacific, e.g. Vialard et al. 2001). These SST 
anomalies may be amplified by the Bjerknes feedback and culminate into an El Niño event at the 
end of the year. One must note that the scenario presented above describes the influence of external 
forcing of the tropical Indian Ocean on the Pacific Ocean. This effect will combine to the existing 
internal dynamics of the tropical Pacific during the onset phase, i.e. the preconditioning by the 
Pacific WWV as described by the recharge oscillator theory (as do westerly wind bursts, e.g. 
Fedorov 2002). At the end, the two effects (external forcing from the Indian Ocean and local 
preconditioning in the Pacific) will combine (or oppose each other) to influence the ENSO 
evolution during the following year. 
I10 obtained their results using recent high-quality satellite and in situ observations only 
available since 1981. Many papers have however documented decadal changes in ENSO (e.g. An 
and Wang 2000, Wang and Picaut 2004, Leloup et al. 2007) or IOD (e.g. Abram et al. 2008, 
Ummenhofer et al. 2009) characteristics; or changes in links between the two modes (e.g. Terray et 
al. 2005, Annamalai et al. 2005). As stated by Webster and Hoyos (2010), it is important to test 
whether these interactions are a feature of the Indian and Pacific climate that is not restricted to the 
recent period. The first objective of this paper is hence to investigate the interdecadal robustness of 
I10’s scenario over a much longer period. In order to do that, we define, after presenting datasets 
and methods in section 2, an improved IOD index that efficiently exploits sparse historical 
observations in the Indian Ocean (section 3.1). Similarly, observed WWV is not available prior to 
the 1980’s due to insufficient subsurface observations. Section 3.2 shows that WWV can be 
efficiently reconstructed by integrating zonal wind stress of the equatorial Pacific. We hence 
reconstruct WWV from reanalysis wind stress since the 1870s. In section 4 we investigate the 
robustness and the decadal stability of the IOD/WWV/ENSO relationships using these historical 
indices, as well as possible asymmetries in the skills of El Niño / La Niña predictions. We also 
investigate a long coupled model simulation, and find similar results to the observations. Section 
5.1 shows that the IOD is a better predictor of following year’s ENSO state than other climate 
indices (including the Indian monsoon) over the historical 1870’s-2000’s period. Section 5.2 
discusses our results about the Indian Ocean – Indian monsoon – ENSO relations in the context of 
the TBO. Section 6 provides a summary and a discussion of our results.  
 
2. Datasets and methods 
2.1 Datasets 
Depending on the period considered and to assess the robustness of the results, several SST 
observational datasets have been analysed. For the recent period, we use the recent optimal 
interpolation (OI) SSTv2 from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) that 
blends in situ and satellite data sources (Reynolds et al. 2002) and is available from November 1981 
onward. Over the historical period, we use the HadiSSTv1.1 product (Rayner et al. 2003) that is 
based on sparse ship datasets before 1981 and is available from 1870 onwards. Reduced-space 
optimal interpolation allows filling gaps in data-sparse oceanic regions. Because of the limitations 
inherent to this approach, we recomputed our analyses with two other products:  ERSSTv3b (Smith 
et al. 2008) that uses an interpolation strategy similar to HadiSSTv1.1, and HadSST2 (Rayner et al. 
2006) that does not use any interpolation. Results derived from these datasets are consistent with 
each other, except during the Second World War when data were extremely sparse (cf. sections 3 
and 4). We also analyse the density of in-situ SST observations from ICOADS (International 
Comprehensive Atmosphere-Ocean Data Set, http://icoads.noaa.gov) database, on which the three 
SST products are based. The quality and sampling issues before the satellite era are discussed in 
section 3, by exploiting the accurate estimates of uncertainties available in the HadSST2 product. 
The subsurface oceanic conditions in the equatorial Pacific are described using the Warm 
Water Volume index (the volume of water above the 20°C isotherm in the [120ºE-80ºW, 5ºN-5ºS] 
region; hereafter WWV), made available since 1980 at http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/elnino/wwv/ 
(Meinen and McPhaden 2000). This index is derived from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology 
Reasearch Center tropical Pacific subsurface temperature dataset (Smith 1995) that includes XBT 
measurements and data from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array. A historical proxy for 
the WWV will be constructed from 1871 to present using zonal wind stress from the 20th Century 
atmospheric reanalysis version 2 (20CR; Compo et al. 2011) that is forced by HadiSSTv1.1 SST 
dataset and assimilates sea level pressure measurements. This proxy will be validated over the 
recent period against the observed WWV estimate described above. Interpolated outgoing longwave 
radiation (OLR) from NOAA (Liebmann and Smith 1996) is used as a proxy for deep atmospheric 
convection in the tropics, and is available since 1974 (with a gap in 1978). The GPCP precipitation 
dataset (Huffman et al. 1997) and ERS1-2 scatterometer winds (1992-2001, Bentamy et al. 1996) 
are also used in Figure 1. 
The strength of the Indian summer monsoon is characterized using the All Indian Rainfall 
(AIR) dataset, and the rainfall over the Indian homogeneous regions defined by the IITM, available 
from 1871 to 2008 (Parthasarathy et al. 1994). For the analysis of historical rainfall variability 
globally in relation with previous year’s IOD and WWV, we use GPCC in-situ gauge based land 
precipitation dataset (Rudolf et al. 2010) and the precipitation from 20CR reanalysis. Similarly, for 
historical sea level pressure (SLP) variability, we use ICOADS SLP in situ observations at sea, as 
well as SLP from 20CR reanalysis. 
Finally, we also analyse a 220 years-long climate simulation performed with the SINTEX-F 
coupled general circulation model (GCM). This model is based on the OPA8.2 (Madec et al. 1998; 
former NEMO) ocean GCM (ORCA2 grid; resolution of 2º zonally and 0.5º meridionally near the 
equator) coupled to the ECHAM4 atmosphere GCM (Roeckner et al. 1996) at a T106 resolution 
(1.125º). A detailed description of this model can be found in Luo et al. (2005) and Masson et al. 
(2005). We use here years 7 to 221 of the control experiment (CTL) used in Luo et al. (2005).  
2.2 Methods and indices 
For datasets covering the recent period (1981-2010), interannual variations have simply been 
computed by subtracting the mean seasonal cycle from the original time series. Further linearly 
detrending the time series yields very similar results. For datasets covering the historical period 
(1871-2008) and coupled GCM outputs, trends and decadal-to-multidecadal fluctuations have been 
removed using a Hanning filter (almost all energy is preserved at periods lower than 7 years, and 
half-power cut at 13 years). Due to filter edge effects, the first and last 6 years of the time series are 
not considered in the analysis. Other types of filtering methods (e.g. cutting at 5 or 9 years instead 
of 7) give similar results. 
Statistical relationships between two variables are described using linear regression and 
simple correlations. To extract a signal related to one index independently from another one, we 
also use partial correlations (see, e.g. Yamagata et al. 2004) as well as multiple linear regressions 
(as in I10). Regression coefficients are computed from normalized climate indices (i.e., divided by 
their standard deviation) so that regression coefficients discussed in the paper hence correspond to 
the typical amplitude of the signals associated with a given climate mode. Significance tests were 
computed from Student’s two-tailed t-test (assuming one degree of freedom per year throughout the 
paper, as the autocorrelation at lag 1 year for the indices used here was either non-significant or 
negative). “1st order” asymmetries between positive and negative phases of IOD, ENSO or WWV 
are identified using “one-way means”, i.e. usual composites for positive or negative events. More 
subtle “2nd order” asymmetries are identified using one-way correlations, i.e. the correlation for the 
positive or negative phase (Hoerling et al. 2001, Ohba et al. 2010).  
We use several classical definitions to describe the variability associated with the IOD 
(Dipole Mode Index or DMI), ENSO (Niño3.4), Indian Ocean basin-wide warming/cooling 
(IOBW) associated with El Nino/La Nina events, and All India Rainfall (AIR). The DMI is defined 
as the September-November SST anomaly difference between [50ºE-70ºE, 10ºS-10ºN] and [90ºE-
110ºE, 10ºS-0º] following Saji et al. (1999).  Observed ENSO variability is characterized using the 
November-January SST anomalies in the Niño3.4 region [170ºW-120ºW, 5ºS-5ºN]. IOBW 
variability is characterized as the January-March SST anomaly averaged over the entire tropical 
Indian Ocean [40ºE-110ºE, 20ºS-20ºN]. AIR is defined as the average June-September (JJAS) 
interannual rainfall anomaly over India. All indices are normalised by their interannual standard 
deviations. Due to sparse in-situ data coverage before the satellite era, some of the above indices are 
not properly sampled. More robust and homogeneous indices over the historical period will be 
proposed in the following section. 
 
 
3. Construction of historical IOD and WWV indices 
3.1 An improved historical IOD index 
a. SST observational coverage 
Figure 2a displays the density of observations for the pre-satellite era (1870-1979) in 
ICOADS (i.e. the database used to construct most of available SST products). Regions commonly 
used to define ENSO and DMI indices are poorly spatially sampled (e.g. strong lack of observations 
in the central equatorial Pacific). The time evolution of the number of observations for the various 
boxes used to calculate these climate indices (Fig. 2b) reveals that observations are very sparse 
before the 1870’s. It then remains relatively stable until the early 1980’s, except for two major 
drops observed during both world wars. As measurement and sampling random errors available in 
HadSST2 dataset are assumed to be uncorrelated in space and time, we thus estimate the error from 
the sum of their squares at each grid point and for each of the three months used for the spatio-
temporal average (Fig. 2c). With an estimated sampling error of 30 to 50% of interannual variability 
amplitude, the eastern DMI box is the most heavily affected by sampling issues. The western DMI 
and the equatorial Pacific are better sampled (with sampling errors respectively of ~30% and 
~20%), owing to their larger covered areas and larger spatial (Figs 1c and 3) and temporal 
decorrelation scales than those of the smaller and shorter-living IOD eastern pole, with moreover a 
historically well-sampled ship route in the north Indian Ocean (Fig. 2a, cf. also Chowdary et al. 
2012) capturing IOD western pole variability (Fig. 3). The sampling errors increase dramatically 
during both world wars, especially affecting eastern pole sampling. 
b. A regression-based IODhist index 
The above analyses suggest that conventional ENSO and IOD indices should be interpreted 
cautiously before 1981, because of the sparse data sampling. Obviously, these data are much more 
reliable from 1981 onwards, as in-situ data are complemented by satellite data. A possible way to 
reduce sampling-related uncertainties during the historical period is to define indices with a 
spatially and/or temporally extended average, as recently proposed for ENSO index by Bunge and 
Clarke (2009). They used an EOF technique to interpolate spatio-temporally the sparse SST 
observations available before the 1980’s, exploiting a much larger area of SST measurements than 
Nino3.4. Compared to the conventional Nino3.4 SST index, their Nino3.4hist index is thus an 
improved ENSO index (available from 1872 to 2008), which better matches with a similarly 
reconstructed ESOIhist index based on historical sea level pressure data. We hence use this 
Nino3.4hist index for historical analyses throughout the present study (using their ESOIhist gives 
similar results).  
To build a robust IOD index over the historical period, we follow a relatively similar strategy 
based on a spatial linear regression (an EOF-based method led to similar results). Figure 3 shows 
the regression coefficients in the Indian Ocean of the DMI index onto September-November SST 
over the recent period (1981-2009). We build a new index, referred to as IODhist, by projecting the 
September-November SST anomalies on that spatial pattern wherever the regression coefficient is 
significant above the 90% level over the tropical Indian Ocean. The correlation between IODhist and 
the DMI exceeds 0.9 for both the recent and historical period, and for the three SST datasets. In the 
present study, both the conventional DMI and the IODhist index are used; they give qualitatively 
similar results. However, using DMI results in weaker correlations and statistical significances, 
especially around World War II, a period heavily affected by data sampling issues. We also tested 
the sensitivity of the results to the SST product used (HadiSST, HadSST2 or ERSSTv3b). All 
products led to similar results when using IODhist, but to quantitatively different interdecadal 
variations when using DMI (cf. section 4.1).  
3.2 An historical WWV proxy 
Physically, interannual variations of the WWV (or equivalently equatorial Pacific averaged 
thermocline depth “h”) are mainly caused by Sverdup transport across the basin, which is 
proportional to the zonal windstress τx along the equatorial Pacific (e.g. Jin 1997a). This is 
translated into mathematical terms by the WWV recharge-discharge equation (Jin 1997a,b): 
dWWV/dt = -rWWV -  ατx    (1) 
Burgers et al. (2005) showed from a fit to observations that the damping term r was not 
significantly different from zero. This implies that WWV could be derived from temporal 
integration of zonal average wind variations. Indeed, a fit between observed dWWV/dt and 20CR 
zonal wind stress within the equatorial Pacific wave guide (130°E-80°W, 2°S-2°N) provides a value 
for α=6.1*108 m5N-1s-1 (using a low-pass filter removing periods lower or equal to 1 year, with a 2 
years Hanning window). We hence build our historical proxy WWVhist(t) of WWV(t) from the 
temporal integration of -ατx, using 2-7 years band-pass filtered τx interannual anomalies from 1871 
to time t using 20CR data. This index compares very well with the observed WWV interannual 
variations over the recent decades (Fig. 4), with a correlation coefficient of 0.87. Note that equation 
(1) effectively filters out the principal equatorial wave propagations (i.e. first baroclinic meridional 
modes of Kelvin and Rossby waves along the equatorial Pacific), and can only be used for 
reconstructing low-frequency WWV variations (i.e. it does not work well at timescales shorter than 
the basin adjustment). 
The validity of our approach for estimating WWV from low-frequency zonal wind stress is 
further assessed using the SINTEX-F control experiment. In this 220 years simulation, WWVhist and 
WWV have a 0.77 correlation. This WWVhist is closer to WWV than to WWVwest or WWVeast (as 
defined in Meinen and McPhaden 2000), somehow in agreement with Burgers et al. (2005), and in 
partial agreement with Fedorov (2010, as the WWVhist is accordingly close to the temporal integral 
of ENSO; but in his study this integral is closer to WWVwest). In the following, we will hence use 
WWVhist as a proxy for WWV interannual variations over the historical period.  
 
 
4. IOD and WWV as robust precursors of following year’s 
ENSO  
In this section, we use the historical IODhist, WWVhist and Nino34hist indices defined in the 
previous section to explore synchronous and one-year lead relationships between climate variability 
in the Indian and Pacific oceans over the historical period. 
4.1. Simultaneous and one year lead-lag relationships 
When performed over the entire 1872-2008 period, the synchronous correlation between the 
IOD and ENSO is significant at the 99% significance level, whatever the SST dataset (HadiSST, 
HadSST2 or ERSST) and IOD index (DMI or IODhist) considered, ranging from 0.54 to 0.70. This 
relationship displays interdecadal variations (Fig. 5a), but remains significant at the 90% 
significance level throughout the period (except when using the DMI from HadSST2 dataset) when 
calculating correlations over a 30 years sliding window. The correlation weakens from the 1940’s to 
the 1960’s, in agreement with Annamalai et al. (2005) but remains within the range of decadal 
variations expected from a random process (see table 1 in Gershunov et al. 2001; van Oldenborgh 
and Burgers 2005). The simultaneous correlation between ENSO and IOD is hence a quite stable 
feature throughout the historical record. This correlation is dynamically explained by the tendency 
of ENSO-induced wind anomalies over the Indian Ocean to trigger an IOD (e.g. Annamalai et al. 
2003; with possibly also a positive feedback of IOD on ENSO, e.g. Luo et al. 2010). 
The one-year lead correlations of the IOD and WWV indices with following year’s ENSO are 
both significant at the 99% level when performed over the whole historical record (e.g. -0.44 for 
IODhist using HadiSST and 0.59 for WWVhist). They also display interdecadal variations (Fig. 5b). 
The IOD correlation with following year’s ENSO is significant at the 90% level over most of the 
period, except when computed using the DMI with HadSST2 dataset. It remains always higher than 
ENSO autocorrelation at a one-year lag (not shown). Both IOD indices indicate a decrease of the 
IOD one-year lead correlation (below the 90% significance level) around the 1940’s when using 
HadiSST. The one-year lead correlation of WWVhist with following year’s ENSO remain significant 
over the entire period, ranging from 0.4 in the early part of the record to 0.7 in the 1940’s. In 
general, the tendency of the IOD to precede ENSO by one year is relatively stable, although not as 
much as the recharge mechanism or as the simultaneous correlation between ENSO and IOD.  
4.2 ENSO one year-lead hindcast using IOD and WWV indices 
I10 showed the benefit of including IOD information in a multiple linear regression model 
based on the WWV and IOD indices in SON to predict the ENSO state 14 months later, with a skill 
score of ~0.8 over the 1981-2009 period. Their results suggested an equivalent importance of the 
IOD external forcing and Pacific heat content at one-year lead. A similar analysis is conducted over 
the entire 1872-2008 period using the WWVhist and IODhist indices. Figure 6 shows the time series 
of the Niño3.4hist index and the 14-month lead hindcast using WWVhist and IODhist over the entire 
period. This hindcast has a skill score of 0.72 (significant at the 99% level), only slightly weaker 
compared to I10 study for the recent period. The relative contributions of -IOD and WWV, inferred 
from normalised coefficients, are respectively of 0.40±0.10 and 0.57±0.10, the difference between 
the two coefficients being non-significant at the 90% level. A similar skill of 0.71 is found when 
using an equal weight for the IOD and the WWV. This underlines that, over the entire historical 
period, the contributions of WWV and IOD to the following year’s ENSO were almost equivalent 
(as in I10).  
Computing this multiple linear regression using pointwise HadiSST SST instead of the IODhist 
index shows a distinct IOD-like dipolar pattern in the Indian Ocean SST precursor’s to El Niño 14 
months later (not shown). A higher skill score is however obtained when using the western (0.72) 
rather than the eastern pole (0.62) of the IOD over the historical period. This difference in skill 
score may be related to observational issues: as shown in section 3.1, there is a poor observational 
coverage of the IOD eastern pole over most of the historical (pre-satellite) period, while the western 
pole interannual SST variations are better sampled. Over the recent 1981-2010 satellite period 
indeed there are insignificant skill score difference between the two poles, while using an OLR-
based indicator of deep atmospheric convection (cf. I10) results in a higher score for the eastern 
pole of the IOD (not shown). While it is difficult to conclude which pole of the IOD is the most 
efficient predictor from historical data, it remains clear that both poles bring added predictability 
during boreal fall, the period of the year with strongest IOD signals. 
Figure 7a shows the interdecadal fluctuations of the 14 months-lead ENSO hindcast skill 
(black line) and the simple correlation of ENSO with IOD (red) and WWV (green) 14 months 
before. The skill is stable throughout the period with a skill score ranging from ~0.65 to ~0.8. Both 
IOD and WWV’s independent contributions always remain significantly above zero at the 90% 
level (Fig. 7b). The IOD almost always brings a significant contribution in addition to the WWV. 
The IOD contribution to the ENSO hindcast reaches a minimum around 1940-1960 (Fig. 7b), i.e. a 
period with statistically weaker IOD influence and relatively stronger WWV influence (the 
difference is significant at the 90% level), whereas the IOD and WWV contribute equally during the 
early and late part of the record. Interestingly the ~1940-1960 minimum period corresponds to a 
period when ENSO amplitude (Fig. 5c) and frequency were lower with weaker biennality (as 
inferred from wavelet and autocorrelation analyses; not shown).  
These results show that the I10 results are valid over the much longer 1872-2008 period, 
although there appears to be significant decadal fluctuations in the contribution of the IOD to next 
year’s ENSO predictability. Other IOD and ENSO indices give very consistent results. 
4.3 Comparing skills of El Niño / La Niña hindcasts 
In this subsection, we investigate potential asymmetries in the one-year lead/lag relation 
between IOD and ENSO to infer if the mechanism proposed by I10 operates for both positive and 
negative phases of ENSO. To qualitatively and quantitatively assess possible asymmetries, we thus 
display scatterplots between IOD, WWV, hindcasted ENSO amplitudes and observed ENSO 
amplitudes (Fig. 8). Figure 8a shows qualitatively that the 14-month lead El Niño hindcast performs 
as well for El Nino and for La Nina. This comes partly from the equivalent efficiency of WWV to 
predict positive and negative phases of ENSO (Fig. 8c). But this also comes partly from the fact that 
El Niños (La Niñas) are on average preceded by negative (positive) IODs. There might be a slight 
asymmetry in the slope of the IOD vs Nino3.4 regression due to Niño3.4 and IOD skewnesses (not 
shown). But quantitatively, there is no significant 1st-order asymmetry between the 14-month lead 
IODhist value before an El Niño (-0.44±0.19, cf. crosses in Fig. 8b) and a La Niña (0.36±0.20, Fig. 
8b). We also computed one-way correlations, but could not identify any consistent and significant 
2nd order asymmetries when comparing the various indices (not shown). The lead-lag IOD-ENSO 
relationship hence operates for both positive and negative phases of ENSO (and for both positive 
and negative phases of IOD). 
4.4 CGCM results 
To further test the robustness of the results, we have performed similar analyses in the 
SINTEX-F coupled model simulation briefly presented in section 2. This simulation provides the 
exact WWV as well as the DMI index without any observational uncertainties. We can hence 
evaluate the simple ENSO hindcast model proposed in I10 and its interdecadal fluctuations from 
this model dataset. Figures 9 and 10 are similar to Figures 5 and 7 but for the model results. The 
simultaneous correlation between ENSO and IOD (Fig. 9a, red curve) is weaker than that in 
observations, and goes below the significance level during several decades, which coincide with 
periods of weaker ENSO and IOD activity (Fig. 9c). 
The one-year lead correlations of IOD and WWV with following year’s ENSO in this model 
are rather consistent with observations, although the IOD one is somewhat larger. They remain 
significant over most of the simulation period but display interdecadal fluctuations (Fig. 9b). Using 
IOD and WWV to hindcast ENSO 14 months later for the entire model period results in a good skill 
score of 0.66 with a similar contribution from WWV and IOD, as in observations (cf. section 4.1; 
the WWVhist proxy is also a good predictor in this model, being even better than the original WWV, 
with a higher skill of 0.74). The skill score displays interdecadal fluctuations, ranging from 0.6 to 
0.8 (Fig. 10a). There are more significant fluctuations in the relative contributions of IOD and 
WWV to the skill in the CGCM than in observations, with WWV dominating in some periods and 
IOD in others (Fig. 10b).  
To summarize, CGCM results confirm that the IOD and WWV contribute to 14-month lead 
ENSO forecasts, with the hindcast correlation skill varying interdecadally between 0.6 and 0.8 (Fig. 
7a). These correlation variations are however within the range of those expected from pure 
stochastic processes (Gershunov et al. 2001). 
 
 
5 A revised framework for Indo-Pacific interactions  
5.1 Other possible precursors 
In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency of several regional SST indices (IOBW and 
ENSO in winter, and Indian Monsoon in summer) to predict El Niño one year later. We do this by 
estimating the significance of the increase in skill brought by combining each of these indices to 
WWV, compared to a hindcast based on WWV alone (Table 1). 
Recent papers have shown that the Indian-Ocean basin wide warming during an El Niño can 
affect the phase transition to La Niña (e.g. Annamalai et al 2005; Ohba and Ueda 2007, 2010; 
Yamanaka et al. 2009; Kug and Kang 2006; Kug et al. 2006). We have hence compared the skill of 
the IOBW and IOD in predicting ENSO. Both simple (-0.44 for IOD against -0.32 for IOBW, table 
1) and partial correlation analysis (-0.31 for IOD without IOBW against -0.02 for IOBW without 
IOD) indicate that the IOD (in SON of year -1) is a better precursor of ENSO events one year later 
than the IOBW (in JFM of year 0). Furthermore, results from our simple statistical prediction 
scheme (Table 1) indicate that the skill improvement brought by IOBW through a multiple 
regression “IOBW+WWV” is not significant when compared to WWV alone at the same season. 
Conversely, the skill improvement brought by the IOD to the WWV predictor taken in SON or 
JJAS (of year -1) is significant above the 95% significance level (Table 1). Using the IOBW index 
at a slightly different season (NDJ, DJF or FMA) does not change the above conclusions. This 
result may seem at odd with the extensive literature that shows that the IOBW acts as a negative 
feedback on ENSO, concurring to the demise of ENSO events and promoting a rapid phase 
transition, possibly asymmetric (Kug and Kang 2006, Ohba and Ueda 2007, 2009a, Yamanaka et al. 
2009, Ohba et al. 2010, Luo et al. 2010, Okumura and Deser 2010, Okumura et al. 2011, Ohba and 
Watanabe 2012). Our interpretation follows: as the IOBW is intimately tied to the ENSO cycle 
(ENSO/IOBW squared correlation, i.e. explained variance, of 66%), its influence on ENSO is rather 
systematic. Each El Niño/La Niña event promotes an Indian Ocean Basin Wide Warming/Cooling 
that systematically acts to promote the transition to ENSO opposite phase one year later. This tight 
ENSO/IOBW relationship is probably the reason why including an IOBW index does not 
significantly improve ENSO prediction. In contrast, the IOD is more independent from the ENSO 
cycle (IOD/ENSO squared correlation of 49%) and hence brings an external forcing (on Pacific 
wind, cf. I10) more independent of the ENSO cycle. The fact that 
the IOD is a more robust ENSO predictor than the IOBW does not preclude a systematic influence 
of the IOBW on ENSO. As for the IOBW, ENSO itself is not a significant predictor of following 
year’s ENSO throughout the whole historical record (Table 1). These results are stable 
interdecadally, being also valid for 30 years-long periods (not shown). 
In the conceptual scheme proposed by Webster and Hoyos (2010) and in the TBO framework 
(e.g. Webster et al. 2002, Loschnigg et al. 2003), the Indian summer monsoon (or in a broader 
context the Asian monsoon) can indirectly influence the following year’s ENSO. Indicators of the 
Indian monsoon may hence provide some predictive skill for following year’s El Niño. However, 
neither the summer monsoon historical index (AIR) nor historical rainfall regional data (over the 
Indian regions defined by IITM; not shown) brings any significant increase in the hindcast skill of 
El Niño 16 months later, whereas IOD does (Table 1). As another independent confirmation, we 
also used the satellite-based NOAA OLR data (from 1974) as a proxy of deep atmospheric 
convection, and wind (from 1979, NCEP2 reanalysis, Kanamitsu et al. 2002) as an indicator of 
monsoon circulation. These tests also suggest that the Indian/Asian summer monsoon does not seem 
to significantly influence the following year’s ENSO (~18 months later).  
5.2 Biennial interactions between ENSO and Indian Ocean variability 
The influence of the IOD on following year’s ENSO can naturally produce a biennial 
tendency of the IOD-ENSO system, as suggested by I10. In this section, we will review and discuss 
biennial relations between ENSO and the variability in Indian Ocean (IOD, IOBW and the 
Indian/Asian monsoon), in light of the results presented in this paper.  
The influences of ENSO on same year IOD and Indian summer monsoon are rather stable 
interdecadally (Figures 5a and 11). The tendency of El Niño (resp. La Niña) events to be associated 
with the weak (resp. strong) Indian monsoon described by Walker (1924) was stable throughout the 
historical record, with a ~-0.7 correlation between ENSO and monsoon indices over the 1870-1980 
period (red curve in Fig. 11). As already discussed by Krishna Kumar et al. (1999), our results 
confirm a weakening of this link over the recent satellite period that is however within the range of 
stochastic fluctuations (Gershunov et al. 2001, van Oldenborgh and Burgers 2005). 
Some authors have proposed that the Indian summer monsoon may influence the IOD but do 
not agree on the sign of this influence. Webster et al. (2002), Loschnigg et al. (2003) and Webster 
and Hoyos (2010) propose that a strong Indian monsoon circulation induce westerlies along the 
equatorial Indian Ocean, in turn favouring a negative IOD. Annamalai et al. (2003) and Krishnan 
and Swapna (2009) showed that a strong Indian monsoon could favour a positive IOD through 
southeasterlies along Sumatra coast (another CGCM experiment [Izumo et al. 2008, their Fig. 2d] 
also suggests such influence). Other authors have also proposed that the IOD influences the 
monsoon, usually positively (Behera et al. 1999, Ashok et al. 2001, 2004, Annamalai et al. 2003, 
2010, Gadgil et al. 2004, Ashok and Saji 2007, Ummenhofer et al. 2011, Boschat et al. 2012). 
Meehl et al. (2003) also noted an apparent relation between the two, but do not distinguish whether 
the monsoon influences IOD or the opposite. Here, we note that, compared to the synchronous 
ENSO-IOD and ENSO-monsoon relations and to the IOD’s impact on ENSO at one year lead, the 
synchronous IOD- monsoon relation appears to be weak and not very stable interdecadally (Fig. 
11). The simple and partial correlations between JJAS AIR and the IOD are indeed not significant 
during long periods of the historical record (Fig. 11). They are also rather weak when taken over the 
complete record (simple correlation of –0.09 and partial correlation of +0.23). These results suggest 
that the interactions between the monsoon and the IOD are much weaker than those between the 
IOD and ENSO. 
In the light of the discussion above, AIR-IOD-IOBW-ENSO relationships appear to only fit 
partially within the frame of the TBO. We thus suggest a slightly revised conceptual scheme of 
Indo-Pacific relations outlined in the TBO framework (e.g. Loschnigg et al 2003) or in Webster and 
Hoyos (2010). This conceptual picture is summarized in Figure 12. The outer circle in this scheme 
represents the slow (~3-5 years) recharge-discharge oceanic adjustment process of the large 
equatorial Pacific (Jin 1997a,b), with asymmetries between a fast WWV discharge (in 1 to 1½ year) 
and the slow recharge (1 to 3 years; e.g. Meinen and McPhaden 2000, An et al. 2005). This slow 
cycle, intrinsic to the tropical Pacific ocean-atmosphere system, interacts with the IOD (inner circle) 
and IOBW through changes in the Walker circulation. The IOD-ENSO and IOBW-ENSO 
interactions by themselves have a preferred biennial timescale. An El Niño tends to force a 
synchronous positive dipole and an Indian Ocean basin wide warming (e.g., Annamalai et al. 2003, 
with a simultaneous positive feedback; Behera and Yamagata 2003, Luo et al. 2010). This positive 
dipole in fall and basin-wide warming in winter both promote a transition towards a La Niña event 
the following year, in response to the Pacific wind variations promoted by both IOD events (I10) 
and IOBW (e.g. Annamalai et al 2005; Kug and Kang 2006; Ohba and Ueda 2007). The Indo-
Pacific relations then tend to induce an ENSO-IOD-IOBW state with opposite polarities, and thus a 
tendency toward a biennial timescale. The IOD is however less dependent of ENSO than the 
IOBW, and hence brings more in terms of predictability (i.e. the role of the IOBW in the phase 
transition of ENSO is much more systematic than the role of the IOD). 
We found no significant improvement of ENSO hindcasts when accounting for previous 
year’s Indian monsoon. In view of this result, and because of the apparent lack of consensus of 
previous studies on that account, we suggest a more passive role of the Indian Monsoon in our 
scheme than in TBO studies such as Loschnigg et al. (2003) or Webster and Hoyos (2010). We 
suggest that ENSO has more influence on the Indian monsoon than the other way around. We also 
suggest that, while simultaneous interactions between the monsoon and IOD may exist, they are not 
highlighted by as significant and stable correlations as IOD-ENSO relations.  
 
 
6. Summary and Discussion 
6.1. Summary 
I10 demonstrated that, over the 1981-2009 period, the IOD brings preconditioning 
information in addition to the Pacific WWV when predicting ENSO 14 months later. In the present 
study, we have examined the robustness and interdecadal stability of this scenario over the 1872-
2008 period. To this end, we have constructed a historical IOD index and a WWV proxy over this 
period. The historical IOD index is based on a spatial regression over the whole Indian Ocean, 
exploiting much more SST observations than the classical DMI. The historical WWV proxy takes 
advantage of the linear link between the recharge process and average zonal wind stresses at low 
frequency, and is correlated at 0.87 with observed WWV over the recent period. 
We have then used these historical indices to test I10 results over a much longer period. The 
tendency for the IOD events and WWV to precede ENSO events by ~14 months was strong not 
only during the recent period, but remained significant before the satellite era. In contrast, ENSO 
itself, the Indian Ocean basin-wide warming/cooling (IOBW), or the Indian Monsoon, do not 
provide additional predictability to following year’s ENSO throughout the historical record. A 
decrease of the synchronous and lagged relationships between the IOD and ENSO and a stronger 
influence of WWV however appear around the sparsely sampled period of World War II. 
Overall, the IOD and WWV collectively explain about 50-60% of following year’s ENSO 
interannual variance over the 1870’s-2000’s period. Both IOD and WWV independent contributions 
always remain significant, with a similar contribution of IOD and WWV to the ENSO skill for the 
early and late part of the record but a larger WWV contribution from the 1920’s to the 1960’s. The 
influences of the IOD and WWV on following year’s ENSO are roughly symmetric, being 
significant for both phases, with negative (resp. positive) IODs and positive (negative) WWV 
tending to induce an El Niño (resp. La Niña) the following year. Results from a 200 years CGCM 
simulation display similar influence of the IOD and WWV on ENSO 14 months later, with notable 
decadal fluctuations. 
Based on these results and analyses of biennial relations between ENSO, IOD and the Indian 
Monsoon, we propose a slightly revised scenario of Indo-Pacific interactions (Fig. 12), more 
consistent with observations (see also Tamura et al. 2011), compared to the Tropical Tropospheric 
Biennial Oscillation (TBO) or Webster and Hoyos (2010) frameworks. In the framework presented 
here, the IOD-ENSO interactions favour a biennial timescale, and interact with the slower recharge-
discharge cycle intrinsic to the Pacific Ocean; but the Indian monsoon responds rather passively to 
the IOD-ENSO coupled system. 
6.2 Discussion and perspectives 
The present study provides additional evidence of the IOD influence on ENSO one year later. 
The simple statistical analyses performed in section 5.1 further suggest that the IOD brings a larger 
improvement to the predictive skill of following year’s ENSO state than the IOBW or ENSO itself. 
These results complement the existing views on the Indian Ocean influence on ENSO, either 
through the IOD or through the IOBW (e.g. Nicholls 1984, Annamalai et al. 2005, Kug and Kang 
2006, Ohba and Ueda 2007, 2009a,b, Yamanaka et al. 2009, Annamalai et al. 2010, Santoso et al. 
2012). These views could well be complementary. Concerning predictability, the slowly growing 
IOBW is probably too much related to ENSO to bring a Pacific wind forcing independent of the 
ENSO cycle. The partial independency of IOD with regard to the ENSO cycle  brings more 
predictability to ENSO hindcast one year later than the IOBW or ENSO itself. I.e. while warming in 
the Indian Ocean systematically tends to damp ENSO events (e.g. Santoso et al. 2012) and 
promotes a rapid phase transition towards the opposite ENSO phase (e.g. Annamalai et al. 2005, 
Kug and Kang 2006, Ohba and Ueda 2007), the IOD does not always co-occur with ENSO, and 
needs to be accounted for to improve the ENSO hindcasts. 
Other possible influences on ENSO have been proposed. Intraseasonal Westerly Wind Bursts 
(WWBs) and Madden-Julian Oscillation can strongly influence El Nino onset and development 
(e.g. Lengaigne et al. 2004 for a review). They could even play a role in the IOD influence on El 
Nino onset (Izumo et al. 2010a,b). Mid-latitude forcing (Vimont et al. 2003, Chang et al. 2007, 
Terray 2011) is potentially another powerful ENSO precursor in boreal spring. The tropical Atlantic 
(e.g. Rodriguez-Fonseca et al. 2009, Jansen et al. 2009, Ding et al. 2011) might also have an 
influence on El Nino mature phase. It seems important to better understand if these influences are 
independent, or part of a larger picture. 
Concerning the hindcast model constructed with IODhist and WWVhist, we should also remark 
that, in a real forecast exercise, the 7 years high-pass and 2-7 years band-pass filters (cf. sections 2.2 
and 3.2) can not be used, as they use the months/years after November 30th (the date for SON 
averages, from which real statistical forecasts could start). One way to overcome this issue is for 
example to use indices that are “backward high-pass filtered”, by removing their 3 last years mean, 
and for the WWVhist to also use a “backward low-pass filter” by averaging WWVhist over JJASON. 
When using such filter, the correlation skill over the 1872-2008 period remains high, 0.66, close to 
0.72.  
An interesting perspective is the potential improvement of global seasonal forecasts at a ~0.5 
to ~1.5 year lead. Fig. 13 gives a simple illustration of this potential. Fig. 13a shows the well-known 
global impacts of ENSO through teleconnections on land precipitation and sea level pressure (SLP; 
from ship observations or 20CR reanalysis), here shown in boreal winter from historical data from 
1901. Hence, the ENSO estimate based on previous year’s IODhist and WWVhist has a significant 
skill to forecast following year’s rainfall, SLP (Fig. 13b) and SST (not shown) in large areas of the 
tropics, as well as at higher latitudes, in regions influenced by the tropical Indo-Pacific through 
teleconnections, including north, central and south America, Australia, Indonesia, India, south-east 
Asia and China, eastern and southern Africa (e.g. Philander 1990, Trenberth et al. 1998). 
The scenario for the IOD influence on the following year’s ENSO proposed in this study relies 
on observational analysis, some modelling experiments and statistical analyses that leave some 
issues. The mechanisms for the apparently robust IOD influence need to be better understood by 
other sensitivity experiments with a variety of coupled models capturing the complexity of the 
ocean-atmosphere interactions at stake following the IOD demise.  
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Table 
 
Table 1: Hindcast skill of ENSO peak (Niño3.4hist in NDJ0), when predicted using a regional SST 
index at its peak season (2nd column), the WWVhist at the same season (3rd column) or WWVhist 
combined to the SST index (4th column). The 5th column gives the significance level of the 
improvement in skill from the hindcast based on WWVhist alone (3rd column) to the multivariate 
hindcast (4th column). NDJ-1 means Nov-Dec(yr-1)-Jan(yr0). All the skills in this table are 
computed over the 1872-2008 period. 
Predictor (season): Skill if 
predictor 
“x” alone 
Skill if WWV 
alone 
Skill of multiple 
regression based 
on WWV+”x” 
Significance 
of the 
increase in 
skill 
IODhist (SON-1) 0.44 0.59 0.72 98% 
IOBW (JFM 0) 0.32 0.59 0.62 <60% 
Nino3.4hist (NDJ-1)  0.14 0.61 0.63 <60% 
AIR (JJAS-1) 0.11 0.53 0.58 <60% 
IODhist (JJAS-1) 0.44 0.53 0.66 97% 
 
 Figures 
 
Fig. 1: a) Climatology of OLR (i.e. deep convection, color, W.m-2), SST (OISSTv2, contours, red 
for the 28ºC isotherm showing the warm pool boundaries) and winds (ERS, vectors, m/s) in autumn 
(SON). b) Sensitivity of local precipitation to local SST for autumn mean, as inferred from the 
regression of precipitation (GPCP, color, mm/d per one standard deviation of local SST) onto SST, 
and correlation (black contours, when significant at the 90% level, 1981-2009). c) Anomalies of 
OLR (color, W.m-2) and SST (red lines/blue dashes for positive/negative values, ºC) in autumn 
during an El Niño year (year 0). Anomalies inferred from the regression of OLR or SST on Niño3.4 
SST (black box) over the period of 1981-2009. Only signals significant at the 90% level are plotted. 
d) As in c, but for the results during the preceding year’s autumn (SON of year -1). 
Figure 2: Historical data density and uncertainties. a) Map of the density of SST in situ 
observations (number of data per month and per 2º by 2º grid box), for autumn (SON), for the 1870-
1979 period (from ICOADS product). The boxes are shown for DMI poles in red and blue, and for 
central-eastern equatorial Pacific in green. b) Evolution of the total number of SST observations per 
month in each box (unit here: square root of the number of observations per month, as the 
uncertainties will be inversely proportional to this square root): the DMI western pole (red, 50ºE-
70ºE, 10ºS-10ºN), the DMI eastern pole (blue, 90ºE-110ºE, 10ºS-0º), the whole tropical Indian 
Ocean used for the computation of the IODhist index (black, 35ºE-121ºE, 25ºN-25ºS) in SON, and 
the central-eastern equatorial Pacific (green, 180º-80ºW, 5ºN-5ºN) in NDJ. c) Measurement and 
sampling error (i.e. uncorrelated spatio-temporally, from HadSST2) for each normalised index. The 
horizontal dashed line corresponds to a 100% uncertainty on index interannual variability. 
  
Figure 3: Correlation (color) and regression coefficient (contours, ºC of DMI per one standard 
deviation of SST) of DMI on SST in SON (NOAA OISSTv2, 1981-2009). This regression is used 
to define IODhist.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Comparison of the reconstructed WWVhist (red) with the observed WWV (black, with a 1-
year low-pass filter as for WWVhist; correl.=0.87; regression coefficient = 6.1 x 108 m5N-1s-1). 
 
Fig. 5: Interdecadal variations of IOD/WWV - ENSO relationships. a) Simultaneous correlation 
of IOD with ENSO (red curves when using HadiSST for IOD, blue curves with HadSST2; 
continuous lines for IODhist, dashed lines for DMI). b) As in a, but for the one-year lead correlations 
of IOD or WWV with following year’s ENSO. 90% significance level shown as thin horizontal blue 
lines for both panels a and b. c) Standard deviations (normalised by their means) of ENSO (black), 
IOD (red/blue) and WWVhist (green), statistically different from their mean if out of the 90% 
confidence interval indicated by the thin horizontal blue lines. Statistics calculated on 30 years 
sliding windows, the horizontal axis showing window central date.
  
 
 
Fig. 6: ENSO (black, Nino3.4hist, NDJ) compared to its one-year lead estimate (red, correl.=0.72) 
based on a multiple linear regression using IODhist (SON) and WWVhist (SON) of previous year. 
Using the DMI instead of IODhist leads to a similar skill (0.70). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7: Interdecadal variations for the ENSO hindcast skill using IOD and WWV. a) Skill 
(black) of ENSO hindcast based on previous year’s –IODhist and WWVhist, and correlations of 
previous year’s –IODhist (red) or WWVhist (green) predictors with ENSO (90% level shown as a thin 
horizontal line). b) Relative contributions of the –IOD (red) and WWV (green) predictors to the 
model, as inferred from their regression normalised coefficients (with shading for 90% confidence 
intervals).  
 
Fig. 8: Scatterplots of the Nino34hist index in NDJ one year later against a) the linear hindcast 
model based on WWV and IODhist, b) –IODhist and c) WWVhist, over the 1872-2008 period. The red 
crosses show the mean (and 90% intervals) of the points in the scatterplot upper half (i.e. El Niños) 
and the blue crosses: same for the lower half, when following year’s ENSO phase is negative, i.e. 
La Niñas. All indices are normalised. These scatterplots show that IOD and WWV contributions are 
robust and that there is no strong asymmetry in the predictability for El Niños and La Niñas. 
  
Fig. 9: interdecadal variations of IOD/WWV - ENSO relationships in the CGCM. As in Fig. 5 
(e.g. red for DMI, green for WWV) but here for the SINTEX-F model.  
 
 
 
Fig. 10: Interdecadal variations for ENSO hindcast model using IOD and WWV in the 
CGCM. As in Fig. 6 but for the SINTEX-F model.  
 
 
 
Figure 11: Interdecadal variations of ENSO and IOD correlations with Indian summer 
monsoon. Simple/partial simultaneous correlations of Indian monsoon (AIR in JJAS) with IOD  
(IODhist in JJAS; simple correlation in black and partial correlation in green) or ENSO (Nino3.4hist; 
simple correlation in red and partial correlation in blue) for 30 years sliding windows. Horizontal 
lines show the 90% significance level.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12: Schematic of the various discussed interactions between ENSO, IOD and the Indian 
summer monsoon. The outer yellow-green arrows symbolise intrinsic ocean-atmosphere dynamics 
in the tropical Pacific: the slow ENSO discharge-recharge oceanic process. The pink arrows 
indicate the simultaneous effect of ENSO on same year’s IOD and the delayed effect of the IOD on 
the following year’s Pacific through the Walker circulation and the mechanism proposed in I10. 
Dark red and blue arrows indicate respectively positive and negative influences, i.e. of IOD positive 
feedback on simultaneous ENSO, of ENSO on Indian monsoon rainfall, and between ENSO and 
IOBW. The thin light arrows indicate the issue concerning interactions between monsoon and IOD. 
 
 
 
Fig. 13: Example of application (+ observationally-independent historical validation) of IOD 
and WWV influences on following year’s ENSO, to hindcast at one-year lead global land 
rainfall and SLP in boreal winter. a) Correlation of land precipitation (color on land, with sign 
reversed, i.e. dry in red, wet in blue; GPCC, 1901-2008) and SLP (color on oceans, from I-COADS; 
black contours from 20CR reanalysis) in NDJFM with simultaneous Nino3.4hist.  b) the same but 
with Nino3.4 hindcast estimate based on previous year’s –IODhist and WWVhist (SON). Only signals 
significant at the 90% level are shown. ENSO has significant impacts on rainfall and SLP globally 
(panel a). Hence, IOD and WWV, by influencing following year’s ENSO, have indirectly 
significant delayed global impacts on rainfall, and so have a significant skill to predict globally 
rainfall with a one-year lead (panel b). We found such significant skill globally also for other 
seasons until the following spring, i.e. with a 1.5 year lead, for SST or 20CR precipitation over 
1872-2008. As examples, the correlation skill to hindcast following year’s precipitation is 0.46/0.45 
over central-northwest America (15ºN-35ºN, west of 95ºW), 0.30/0.41 over southern Africa (south 
of 20ºS) using GPCC/20CR dataset in NDJFM, and 0.39 for All Indian Rainfall in JJAS, all 
significant at the 99% level. 
